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Workers’ Compensation
Historical Experience Rating Review

H&H Systems is a risk management firm that provides
specialized cost-reducing programs for workers compensation.
Our services are related to the review, revision and
management of the NCCI experience ratings.

According to Experience Rating Manuals, current as well
as past two ratings can be revised!

If the rating is revised, the respective premiums impacted by the
rating would be revised.

The result is premium savings. Fees for this
service are based upon 35% of savings.

If there are no savings, there are no fees!

Data Needs to Complete a Project

 Current and prior two experience modification worksheets, if
available

 Current loss data for the past six year policy periods

 Completed H&H Systems authorization form. The form should be
copied on company/employer letterhead.
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Report and Revision:

After receipt of the data, H&H Systems will complete a thorough review of
the worksheets to identify potential updates or changes. We will then
provide you with our comprehensive Preliminary Report of Findings. The
report includes the following information:

 How the rating is developed
 Specific issues unique to the employer
 Summary of the accuracy of each rating
 Projection of next rating
 Goal for future reduction of ratings

Revision:

If the preliminary review indicates a potential decrease in the rating(s),
H&H Systems, Inc., will secure the necessary information and request the
necessary corrections to revise the rating.

Once the rating is revised, we will ensure the insurance carrier revises
premiums to reflect the lower rating.

Fees for Service:

H&H Systems, Inc. fees are based upon results. Only if there are
reductions in premiums are we entitled to fees.

Our contingency fee is 35% of savings

The fee is not billed until confirmation of savings

Reviews can be completed at any given time. The only time constraint is
we can only revise the current and past two ratings.

H&H Systems, Inc. is ready to review workers’ compensation ratings NOW!

P.O. Box 1294
Georgetown, Texas 78626

Phone: 512-869-1499
Fax: 512-869-1524

www.hhsystemsinc.com


